
MY FAVOURITE SINGER



Stejsi Ann Ferguson more known as Fergi - the American singer, pop a star. Was 
born on March, 27th, 1975 in California. On the beginning of  2011 it was the 
vocalist of  hip-hop/pop group Black Eyed Peas, and also was engaged in solo 

creativity. Its debut solo album «The Dutchess» left in September, 2006 and 
became three times platinum in the USA .

FERGI



Anna Vladimirovna Shurochkina Rodilas on August, 15th, 1990 in a family of  musicians. 
In 2008 Njusha the New wave 2008 ».В has taken 2009 the seventh place at the 

international competition« has let out the first single «I Howl on the Moon». In 2010 there 
was a single "do not interrupt".

The singer has been nominated for the award Muz-TV-2010 in a nomination «Break of  
year». In 2010 there was a single "Miracle"

NYUSHA



Pulpitis-American a reference point. Was born on January, 15th, 1981, in a family 
of  the Cuban emigrants. Solo career Pitbull has begun in 2004 and there is a first 
solo album Pitbull — M.I.A.M.I. The third — The Boatlift became the Second 

album of  the rapper El Mariel, In 2009 in a wide release there is a film the 
Forcing 4 a soundtrack to which are already 4 tracks Pitbull: «Crazy» (featuring Lil 

Jon), «Blanco» (featuring Pharrell), «You Slip, She Grip» (featuring Tego 
Calderon), «Bad Girls» (featuring Robin Thicke). Same year Pitbull lets out the 

fourth album, Rebelution.

PITBULL



Тiesto was born in 1969 on January, 17th in Brad's Dutch small town. The 
Netherlands DJ, the musician, the composer and the musical producer. In 14 

years Tiesto already played local club.Профессионально has started to play the 
end 80 in small night club The Spock in Brad's native city.

TIESTO



Leonid - the unique Russian executor who has risen on top of  chart Eврохит 
TOP40 radio «Europe Plus» in the last two days. Leonid Rudenko – the 

Muscovite, to it 23 years, 13 of  which it practises music.

RUDENKO


